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"The Bible for females with breast tumor" --New York TimesFor a lot more than two years, readers
confronted with a diagnosis of breast cancer have got relied on Dr. With Dr. There is considerable
guidance for the countless women right now living for years with metastatic breast cancer. This sixth
edition explains developments in targeted remedies, hormonal therapies, safer chemotherapy, and
immunologic approaches along with new forms of surgery and radiation. Susan Love's Breast
Reserve to steer them through the frightening thicket of analysis and opinion to find the best options
for their particular circumstances. Love's warm support, readers can sort the facts from the fads,
request the right questions, and recognize whenever a second opinion might be wise.
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That is an anecdotal text by a seasoned expert Anyone who knocks stars off this book for not
being touchy-Feely enough or getting too detailed are essentially reviewing an apple expecting it to
end up like an orange, then knocking off points for having a core. A deeply personal and possibly
emotional topic was readable. this book will prepare you to know everything you need to know
about Breast Cancers n assist you in your forthcoming, testings, biopsies, surgeries, reconstruction,
overall health n wellness decisions. I browse the book directed at me by a breast-cancers survivor,
and I read it cover-to-cover. One of my daughters-in-law is normally a nurse and stated this
publication ought to be required reading for all nurses. Cancer is a fact of life and every decade
treatments improve.Anyone who also thinks this is such as a text book have not been through
advanced schooling. Love's book.We don't want to attack anybody so I'm not really telling this to
hurt emotions or shame anyone for being depressed about breast malignancy. It's a reference. It
helped me understand test results It helped me figure out what to talk to the doctor. Review of Dr.
Susan Love's Breast Book This is an incredible book. My review is really as a doctor and as
someone who has utilized this publication in my life. It is my breasts bible. There is a lot of good,
basic information about the breasts, mammograms, etc, that's good info to share if you are
increasing daughters. But most of all there is a ton of information about breast cancer and can likely
answer almost any question one would have if you or someone you like has been identified as
having breast cancer. It also helps identify queries or things to ask or talk to your doctor about. It is
easy to read--like Dr. Loving was sitting down having a chat with you. I have used this publication
as my Bible of details n kept a Journey book. Can't beat the combo. I like to know what is going on
with my body---not too much into the "touchy-feely" books since everyone's tale is different--and
this publication put me relaxed every step of the way. Dr. So I bought a publication for each of my
daughters-in-law and my girl.This book reads such as a very intelligent and experienced doctor
explaining in detail most of the bare facts and general types of the condition and it's treatment as
well as preparing those experiencing the ailments for what things to expect and what it all means
along with the along sides of many treatments.It's not going to replace the council of a good
oncologist for your(or all your family members) specific case neither is it going to hug you when you
get poor or very good news."If only" I'd read the book a few months earlier, I would have already
been that much forward about my chemo. I would suggest this book to anyone who's or has
confronted the breasts cancer reality. So choose the book and Browse the reserve, if for no
various other reason than to follow along with just what a friend or relative is going through. I cannot
say enough good things about Dr. If this were a school text book it could be for middle schoolers.
Compiled by a great surgeon, who shares not only the options but the pros, downsides, and details
of tests, procedures, traditional data, latest research and more. Dr Love’s Book is Brilliant Dr Love’s
reserve has been the Breasts Book/Breast Malignancy Bible for 25 years. This is actually the BEST
gift you can give to anyone going right through Breast Cancer. All you need toKnow from the first
day of diagnosis and how to get ready for the journey in saving your daily life. I came across it to
be extremely informative, and detailed. Nevertheless, everything is explained in terms that are
relatable. It is also compiled by a survivor who is also a doctor. If you or someone you love has
been identified as having breast cancer, I very, very recommend this publication. This book is for just
about any and all women, not just cancer patients, since it covers many common concerns ladies
are reluctant to talk about or don't believe to ask about. I've spoken to others who have read the
reserve after treatment, and they have said, it brings clarity to the process. explained to me,
because I got read about it beforehand.!. Knowledge is Powerful for Breast Cancer Patients An
amazing publication of knowledge that EVERY woman identified as having breast tumor, should
read. I am a survivor and got this book when I had cancers 15 years ago. Went ahead and update



it with this edition since my primary has fallen aside from use. If you would like the facts, after that
this is actually the book to buy. I cannot say plenty of good things concerning this reserve. It helped
me to learn if or when I would need to visit a doctor.Should you have breast tumor even whether it's
metastatic or more likely to become metastatic, remember treatments improve each year and while
it's an awful thing, you are not alone. This is actually the only book you will ever need for your
boobs. This is a real program she's done for all of us and our "boobs. Undetstanding more about
my analysis, knowing even more specifics about forthcoming lab tests and reading
recommendations about what questions to inquire my doctors, eased most of the fears I had.
Thank you, Dr Love for sharing so essential information! “Knowledge is Power” Highly
recommended to anyone recently identified as having Breast Cancer. The Breast Cancer Bible My
oncologist recommended this book.Remember “Knowledge is Power”.! It's accurate that because
there are anecdotes that occurred way back when that those scenarios may possess played out
differently in the current treatment centers however nothing in this book alone is "depressing". Dr.
Better than described Books is mint, great reference for everyone Five Stars Love the book.
Understanding is power which book certainly provides the knowledge." but it's an excellent place to
begin Probably more than you need to know about them, but certainly helpful for someone newly
identified as having breast cancer. There were a thing or two I tried to research in the index that
weren't there though, so it may not answer all your questions, but it's an excellent place to start.
Susan Love’s Book outlines everything in layman language. Has been very informative in giving
superb information as I learn about my breast cancer. A MUST HAVE FOR SURVIVOR'S! I'm a
Breast cancer survivor and I need this reserve because I'll will have questions and it's good to know
what and how to ask your Malignancy team questions if they come up. Malignancy could be so
confusing. I cannot say enough good stuff about Dr "This reserve was lifesaver", that's what my
cousin's wife told me. Like makes me understand stuff a whole lot better! Dr Love's Breast
Publication is Perfect book is quite helpful. Informative So pleased I had go through this book before
my appointment with the cosmetic surgeon. I understood everything my Dr. THE ONLY BOOK
YOUR BOOBS NEED TO READ! If you - or someone you know/ like has Breast Cancer
Comprehensive book about breast cancer for the lay person.This book is full of information.
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